
Technique of Facilitating Large Groups 
 

Most facilitators are frightened when they are asked to conduct training 
games with large groups. Actually, large groups have some major advantages. 
During the past few years, I have actually begun welcoming sessions that involve 
hundreds of participants. 

Based on our experiences and on concepts from complexity theory, here are 
crowd-control techniques for transforming unruly mobs into smart swarms. 

What is a large group? For the purposes of this discussion, let us define it as 
50-1200 participants in a face-to-face context. 

 
Good News  

Large group games create contagious excitement and enthusiasm. If the audience trusts you 
and likes you, participants will shut up disruptive people and punish deviant behaviors.  

Large group games provide the best way to explore such training topics as chaos, mob 
psychology, and self-adjusting social systems.  

 
Bad News  

If the audience doesn't trust you nor like you, participants will gang up together and give you 
a hard time until you run away.  

With large groups, things move in slow motion: Distributing play materials, explaining the 
rules, and shifting from one phase to the next take a lot more time.  

Large group activities seem to encourage late arrivals and early departures.  
In large group activities, participants get easily distracted. They stop paying attention to you 

when something happens in the background.  
In large group activities, participants demand more entertainment, less learning.  
In large group activities, participants “cheat” more. For example, they don't keep accurate 

scores.  
 

Crowd-Control Techniques  
Co-facilitation. Work with a co-facilitator. Take turns talking to the group and watching out 

for troublemakers. 
Game Wardens. Deputize several participants to act as Game Wardens. Instruct these 

wardens not to play the game but to observe what is happening. Ask them to listen carefully to 
your instructions, monitor the group assigned to them, clarify the rules, and maintain law and 
order. Don't become obsessed about recruiting and training the Game Wardens before the 
session. You can actually deputize everyone seated on the front row and provide them just-in-
time instructions. 

Preparation. Pay special attention to the room set up. Place handouts and game materials at 
the play tables ahead of time. 

Packaged materials. Give each participant a large envelope with all play materials as they 
enter the room. Place materials for later use in separate envelopes, each with a bold number. 
Label these inner envelopes, “Do not open until further instructions.” 



No place to sit. If your activity requires participants wandering around, make sure that there 
is plenty of uncluttered space. Consider conducting a standing session without any chairs in the 
room. If possible, conduct the activity outdoors. 

Audiovisual rule. Use this audiovisual rule: Talk through the steps and rules and also 
display the key points on the screen. 

Two screens. Use two independent LCD projectors and screens. Use one screen for 
instructions and information and the other screen for displaying a countdown timer. 

Several flipcharts. Plant several flipcharts all around the room for use by teams of 
participants. 

Whistle while they play. Use a loud whistle to get participants' attention. Early in the 
session, establish a ground rule that when participants hear the whistle, they are to stop talking 
and to ask other people to stop talking. 

See the funny side. Maintain a sense of humor. After all, it's only a game. 
Score board. Display scores on a screen. But don't make a big issue out of keeping accurate 

scores. 
 

Divide and Conquer  
Remember that a large group of 1200 is made up of 1200 individual participants, or 600 

pairs, or 400 triads, or 200 groups of five players. Here are some techniques that use this simple 
fact: 

Individual play. Use thought experiments and guided visualization exercises. Each person 
“interacts” indirectly with you and not with each other. 

Paired play. Divide participants into pairs and have them play in pairs. 
Three's company. Divide participants into triads. Play two-person games, with one person 

taking turns to act as the neutral judge. 
Board games. Seat players around different tables. Have a seat for one more person than the 

required number of players. Randomly select a person at each table to be the game warden. 
Breakout rooms. Use several facilitators. Divide the large group into smaller, breakout 

groups. Conduct the same game in different rooms (or in different parts of the same room). 
Mob scene. Use nomadic activities that involve players roaming around and pairing up with 

others. 
Game expo. Set up game booths around the room with video games and puzzles. Have 

participants roam around and play whatever game they like. Keep a Hall of Fame display. 
Vicarious play. Conduct a quiz game with 2-5 selected participants. Use a display that 

simulates a TV game show. Invite everyone else to pretend to be the studio audience and play 
along. 

 


